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Ahstraet-A family of test equations i  suggested for first and second kind nonsingular Volterra integral 
equations with convolution kernels. It is shown that the numerical stability of multistep methods when 
applied to these test equations can be characterised asthe requirement that the roots of polynomials ie 
inside or on the unit circle. Stability results are presented for a sample of methods including some stability 
regions in graphical form. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the numerical stability properties of multistep methods 
for the solution of first and second kind convolution Volterra integral equations. The numerical 
stability of integral equations has received a great deal of attention recently. Early studies were 
made by Mayers[l], Linz[2] and Noble [3]. However, perhaps the first extensive study was 
made by Baker and Keech[l4]. They considered a wide class of methods for second kind 
equations and used (as Mayers and Linz had before them) 
Y(O=A ‘y(s)ds+g(t) I 0 
(1.1) 
as the basic test equation. This gave some interesting qualitative insight into the relative merits 
of a large class of methods. Of course, equation (1.1) is a rather special case which may not be 
appropriate when considering the stability of a particular method applied to more general 
integral equations. Thus, van der Houwen and Wolkenfelt[5] studied the case of reducible 
quadrature methods for finitely decomposable kernels, for which case the Volterra equation of 
the second kind can be reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations. The work of 
Baker[6] demonstrates the structure of this approach and its extension to a wider class of 
numerical methods. Wolkenfelt, van der Houwen and Baker[7] consider the equation of the 
second kind with an arbitrary smooth kernel by a different approach, their discussion also 
covering a wide class of methods. Most recently, a report by Amini and Baker[l3] deals with 
polynomial kernels (particular convolution kernels) and a wide class of methods. Finally to put 
this work into its chronological context, it should be pointed out that the first named author 
presented this material at the Dundee conference, July 1979. 
The approach of this paper is not dissimilar to previous work in that it aims to mimic the 
reduction of the given integral equation to an ordinary differential equation We consider a case 
of common practical interest, kernels of convolution type. We suggest wo families of test 
equations which retain some of the “past information”. We define the concepts of absolute 
n,-stability and we relate these definitions of stability to the positions of the roots of 
polynomials by invoking some results in linear algebra. We are thus able to calculate stability 
regions for numerical methods when applied to the test equations. These regions provide a 
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guide to the expected stability properties of such methods when applied to more general 
equations. This is illustrated by numerical results in Section 8. 
Consider 
2.PRELIMINARIES 
Vl: 
v2: 
I 
t 
Mt - s, Y(S)) ds = go(t), OstsT, 
0 
y(t) + I o’ k(t - s, Y(S)) ds = gl 01, OstsT, 
and assume in each case the existence of a unique (continuous) solution, y(t). We shall consider 
particular cases of Vl and V2, and we shall be interested in the behaviour of the solution on 
[0, a] (i.e. T = Q)). If the solution of the particular case of Vl (or V2) tends to zero as t tends to 
infinity then we shall ask that the solution of any discretised equations employed to solve the 
equation should also tend to zero as the numbers of steps increases indefinitely. This is what we 
shall mean by numerical stability. 
When studying the numerical solution of discretisation methods for ordinary differential 
equations it is usual to make the linearisation f(t, y(t)) = Ay(t) and study the growth, or lack 
of it, of the discretised solution when applied to this equation. A natural linearisation for 
Volterra integral equations is to write 
k(t - s, y(s)) = &t - s)y(s). 
Expanding L(U) about the origin it will be natural to introduce a family of model equations 
replacing Vl, i.e. 
(t - #y(s) ds = go(t) 
where A/‘) = F”(O)/i!. 
Differentiating (2.1) n + 1 times leads to an nth order ordinary differential equation and in 
the next section we shall be concerned with the equivalent discrete operation and shall reduce 
the discretisation of the Volterra integral equation by premultiplying by a matrix which 
approximates differentiation. Although this is of course equivalent o simply differencing the 
discretisation at the appropriate steps the authors believe that the act of differencing does not 
bring out the clear analogy between the discrete and the continuous cases. We shall see that 
even for n = 2 this leads to a reasonably reliable estimate of the regions of numerical stability. 
Similar arguments apply for second kind equations. 
According to the above motivation we shall now define the following families of test 
equations for Vl and V2: 
Tl: 
T2: 
(t - s)‘y(s) ds = go(t), 0 s t = T, j = 0, 1, . . . , no, 
Y(f)+$oAio’~(t-s)iy(s)d s=&(t), OstsT, j=O,l,..., nl. 
It will be assumed in the subsequent discussion that the non-homogeneous terms g”(t) in Tl and 
T2 are such that the corresponding linear differential equations possess (asymptotically) stable 
solutions, provided the homogeneous equations have this property. 
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3. THE DISCRETISATION ALGORITHM 
Let h E (0, h,], ho > 0 and N be an integer such that Nh = T. We shall consider h to be a fixed 
step-size so that as N +co so T 4~. Define the discretisation method 
WY)=0 
where Qh: RN+’ + RN@’ with 
h(yi-ji) i=O,l,...,r-1 
[@h(y)]i = ’ VYi + h go Wijhti-j, Yj) - t?vttj) (3.1) 
i = r, r+ 1,. . . , N 
with v = 0 for first kind equations (Vl, Tl) and Y = 1 for second kind equations (V2, T2), and {ji} 
are r given starting values. 
We shall assume that, for the first kind equations, we have k(0, y(t)) # 0. 
In the linear case this can be written in the matrix notation: 
@h(Y) = VlY + NY - & = 0 
where g, = (h’-“jO, hlvYjI,. . . , h’-“j$_,, g,(f,), . . , gv(tN))T and 
and I&, has in general non zero elements which are the product of a quadrature weight or sums 
of quadrature weights and the kernel. 
The total quadrature formula[8] is fairly general, and consists of the sum of starting 
formulae, end formulae, and main repeated rules, but we shall assume that a row-wise 
repetition of the elements of J+$, will occur every 1 rows for i r p,, i-jr p2 for some 
non-negative integers p,, p2. When the assumption is satisfied the method is said to have 
row-wise repetition factor I [2]. 
4. NUMERICAL STABILITY 
We shall seek regions in the (n, + 1) dimensional real plane for which a given discretisation 
method applied to the test equation Tl (v = 0) or T2 (v = 1) is stable. (This idea is not 
essentially new: see, for example, Cryer[9] in delay differential equations, and Brunner and 
Lambert [4] and McKee [ 101 in integro-differential equations). 
We shall need the following definitions: 
Definition 4.1 
(a) The discretisation @,, is said to be absolutely n,-stable 
(ho(“), h2A,(“), . . . , h”~+‘A(nYy)) E R, R c R”w+l, 
if when applied to the n,th member of the family of test equations TV 
yN+O as N+m. 
(b) The real plane R is said to be the region of absolute n,-stability. 
Note that this definition easily generalises to cope with integral equations with complex 
kernels, in which case AJ”)(j = 0, 1, . . . , n,) would be regarded as complex numbers. 
We shall now relate these definitions to the properties of the matrix 
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Associated with methods having row-wise repetition factor 1, we can define the matrix Dh(‘), 
consisting of l’s on the main diagonal and - l’s on the Ith subdiagonal starting at the (r+ 1)th 
column, and zeros elsewhere. 
1 4’” = _ 
h 
1+1 
Here p? = 0. 
If we rewrite the discretisation Q,,(y) = 0 applied to the n,th member of the family of test 
equations in the form 
I r+l=p,. 
(VI+ M,)y = g, 
then on premultiplication of (4.2) by (D$“Y, where q = n, + 1 we obtain 
( D,,c’))q ( VI + h$,,) y = (D,,“‘)“g c” 
Clearly yN +O if and only if 
[[(D,“‘)q (VI+ ht,bk)]-‘(Dh(‘))qgV]N +O as N+P 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Define 
CO’ 3 {g,/[(Dt,?qg,]N + 0 as N + m} 
and g, satisfying the conditions tated after T2. 
If g, E Co4 then yN +O as N+m if there exists M, independent of N such that 
Il[(Dh”‘)q(~Z + h&)1-‘ JJm = M. (4.4) 
If the discretisation Q,,(y) = 0 is applied to the n,th member of the family of test equations, 
then the matrix 
(D,,~‘))q(vI +h$,,) 
is a band lower-triangular matrix with bandwidth independent of N (but dependent on 4). This 
allows us to characterise (4.4) in terms of a root condition which can be obtained from results in 
linear algebra. 
Note that whereas $,y = 0 approximates a Volterra integral equation, (D,,(“)q@,,y = 0 
approximates an ordinary differential equation. 
5. THE ROOT CONDITION 
Let 
(D,,“‘)q (VI + I@,,) = L AN 
hq 
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and observe 
AN= 
where 
A= \ 
(1) 
ak aZ’1, . . . . . . . . a,(I) a()(‘) 
\ 
Here 1 is independent of N and E is of finite dimension i; depending on r, 1, q and the “length” 
of the starting formula, but independent of N. For simplicity of notation the integer N is 
considered to be such that 
i+In=N+l where nEN. 
We define the Frobenius matrices 
Gi = 
l---___ 
ati, 
--.$ . . ..**..... 
kxk 
for j=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Further let 
G = G,, G,_,, . . . , Gr, with eigenvalues ai( 
and define 
9~ {G/(o~(G)J < 1, Vi) 
and S’ = {G/Jgi(G)I 1, Vi with those eigenvalues on the unit circle having linear elementary 
[divisors]}. 
Then we have the following theorems: 
THEOREM 5.1[8] 
There exists M, independent of N, such that 
]lA~-‘]/~ I M if and only if G E 9’. 
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THEOREM 5.2 (Stetter[ll], p. 218) 
There exists M, independent of N, such that 
Corollary 
max I(AN’)iiJ 5 M if and only if G E S’. 
i.i 
IIAN’II,I MN if G E S’. 
With the specified restrictions on the functions g,(y = 0,l) these theorems permit us to 
recast the definition of numerical stability in the more pragmatic form: 
Definition 5.1 
The discretisation 4+, is said to be respectively (a) absolutely n,-stable, (b) relatively 
n,-stable, for 
(hhO(“‘, h9,(“‘, . . . , h”,+‘h(nY,)) E R, R c Rrv+’ if 
when applied to the n,th member of the family of test equations (a) g, E Co4 and G E S”, or (b) 
there exists M independent of N such that ]]g,]], 5 M and G E S’. 
The definition (b) requires that the solution yN grows at most linearly with N. 
6. THE STABILITY OF TWO METHODS APPLIED TO Tl 
(a) The trapezoidal rule 
We shall demonstrate that the trapezoidal rule has no region of absolute stability for all test 
equations of the form Tl subject to the specified restrictions on go. Consider the test equation 
I,’ [ 2 Ai(t- SY] Y(S) ds = go(t) 
for arbitrary no. From hereon the superscripts on the A’s are omitted for simplicity of notation. 
Applying the trapezoidal rule to this equation results in 
where 
b+h = 
and 
’ 1 
4 a(1) i a(0) 0 
t a(2) a(l) t a(0) 
4 a.0) a.0 a?) f ajO). 
* . . 
a(i) = go Ai WY. 
We note that (Dh(“)“@’ has the form 
E 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
,(no+ 1). . . . . . . . . . . . b(0) 
0 
b(no + 1) . . . . . , . . . . . . b(0) 
b(no+ 1). . . . . . . . . . . . b( 
(N+l)x(N+ I) 
(N+l)x(N+l) 
where 
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bW=(-lY(“Of’) 
and E is some matrix independent of N. 
Premultiplication of I,+,, by (Dh(‘))‘Q+’ results in a band matrix of the form: 
. . . . . . . . . 
1). * * - * -c(O) 
cb4q - * * * * c’?J 
‘. ‘\ 
-. ‘. 
-. ‘. 
‘\ ‘. 
c;;l, +1) . . . . :&), 
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where B is some matrix of dimension independent of N. We obtain a band matrix because the 
elements c(1) where I> no + 1 are (no + 1)th differences of an noth degree polynomial and thus 
zero. It is clear that c(O) = Ao/2. We now show that c(no+ 1) = (- 1)‘4’&/2. By direct calculation: 
c(no+l)=~[(-l~(“O~l)a(no+l-i)]+(-l)~+~~ 
since the first term is the (no + 1)th difference of an no degree polynomial. 
It follows that the characteristic equation of G (i.e. the stability polynomial) has roots whose 
product is equal to (- I)% and so the roots, say zi, i = 1,2, . . . , no are such that 
Hence either all the roots lie on the unit circle or some lie inside and some outside, and in both 
cases absolute stability is impossible. 
(b) The midpoint rule 
Applying the midpoint rule to Tl with no = 2 yields the stability polynomial 
j,h +!&!+fi 0 2 4 
-2j,~,++),+ (hAo+++) =O 
and the Schur-Cohn criteria yield the conditions that 
h3Az < 4hho 
h2A, > 0 
h3h2 > 0 
for absolute no-stability. 
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7,THESTABILITY OFSOME METHODSAPPLIEDTOT2 
(a) The trapezoidal rule 
Applying the trapezoidal rule to T2 with nl = 2 yields the stability polynomial 
(I+$+‘+( _!$+h2~,+j,3&-3 h’l,+h’l,+3)z+(+l)=O 
and the Schur-Cohn criteria give the conditions: 
(1) O<h2h,<4 
(2) h’& > 0 
(3) h2h, >2 
0 
for absolute n,-stability. 
(b) A predictor-corrector scheme 
If the forward rectangle rule is used to predict a solution to T2, and the trapezoidal rule is 
used to correct this prediction, then the composite method can be written in tlie form 
where 
and 
$h = 
(I+ hh)Y = g, 
Y = (Yov YIP, YI, YZPI Yz,. * * 7 YJ, YNY 
g = Web, gdt,), g, 011, g,(fdr g,(h), .
0 
41) 
ia(l) 
42) 
8 42) 
43) 
t a(3) 
0 
la(O) 0 
0 a(l) 
0 a(1) 
0 a(2) 
0 a(2) 
0 
{a(O) 0 
0 41) 
0 a(l) 
\ 
0 
0 
SatO) 
(2N+ l)x(2N+ 1) 
where a(i) = ho + ihA, + (ih)‘&. 
Here the appropriate differentiation matrix is Q,(2) and premultiplication of (7.2) by (0,“‘)’ 
yields a matrix with the band structure of AN. Figure 1 illustrates the stability regions obtained, 
all of which are bounded above by the curve 
h2n 
1 
= 2((hAo)* +2hAo + 4) 
h&,+2 
and are bounded below by the curves which depend on h3h2. 
(c) A family of predictor-corrector methods 
We now consider more general predictor-corrector methods. For the predictor we shall use 
the order p Adams-Bashforth and for the corrector the order p + 1 Adams-Moulton for both 
the main repeated rule and the end formula. For details the reader is referred to Williams[12]. 
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1 
L 
0 I 
h&l 
Fii. 1. PIEC2 mode. 
We consider these methods applied to the test equation T2. Figures 2 and 3 give stability 
regions of the predictors and the correctors alone of orders 3,4,5 and 6 for nl = 1. Many other 
regions of stability particularly for predictor-corrector methods in different modes can be found 
in Williams [121. 
(a) First kind equations 
8. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We tested the stability region obtained for the midpoint rule in Section 6(b) applied to the 
following linear integral equation parameterized by Q, /3 and having a convolution kernel: 
I 0‘(a+pe’-‘)y(s)ds=a(l-e-‘)+v(l-em*’). 
The solution is y(t) = e-‘. We let hho = h(cr + p), h*A, = h*& h3h2 = h’/3/2, and take h = 0.1 
Table 1 shows the various values taken by hAo9 h2hl, and h3A2 as we variedthe parameters a and 
/3 in the equation, and the modulus of the error of the approximation at the end of the interval, that 
is, at t = 10.05. An asterisk in the left hand margin denotes those values of a and /3 for which we do 
not expect the midpoint rule to be stable. 
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(b) Second kind equations 
We tested the stability region obtained for the predictor-corrector scheme of Section 7(b) 
applied to the following linear second kind equation, parameterized by a, /3 and having a 
convolution kernel: 
Fig. 2. Predictor formulae of orders 3,4, 5 and 6. 
I 
, 
y(t) + Q eS’t-S’ 
0 
y(s) ds = e-’ + & (eSt -em’). 
The solution is y(t) = e-‘. We let hAo = ha, h2hl = h2a/3, h3hz = h3a@/2, and take h = 0.1 and 
p = 1.0. As with the table for the first kind equation we have denoted those values of LI for 
which we expect the method to be unstable by an asterisk in the left hand margin. 
9. FINAL REMARKS 
This paper has introduced adefinition of numerical stability which is particularly suitable for 
Volterra equations of convolution type. It relates the definition to a root condition expressed in 
terms of the eigenvalues of a certain matrix through the use of some results from linear algebra. 
Then we examine particular methods. In particular it is proved that the trapezoidal rule applied 
to the first kind equations is absolutely unstable for all positive h and for all test equations that 
satisfy the specified restrictions on go (although the rule is relatively stable). Therefore this 
method should not be used to solve first kind equations whose solutions are known to be 
decreasing. Conversely we recommend the midpoint rule because it is stable. 
The graphs how stability regions of a simple predictor-corrector and families of predictors 
and correctors. The graphs of the predictors and the correctors indicate that as the order 
increases o the regions of stability decrease. We note also that the predictor formulae have 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 
Fig. 3. Predictor formulae of orders 3,4,5 and 6. 
Table 1. 
(1 6 hAI2 
2 
h A1 
3 
h A2 lerror~ at t=10.05 
-1.0 1.5 0.05 0.015 0.00075 0.0000196 
1.0 -1.5 -0.05 -0.015 -0.00075 0.0000196 
1.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0000212 
1.0 10.0 1.1 0.1 0.005 0.0002384 
. 10.0 -5.0 0.5 -0.05 -0.0025 4.6 x 10' 
10.0 5.0 1.5 0.05 0.0025 0.13527283 
10.0 20.0 3.0 0.2 0.01 0.00594041 
10.0 50.0 6.0 0.5 0.025 0.00079701 
* -15.0 10.0 -0.5 0.1 0.005 2.7 x lOlo 
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Table 2. 
CI hi0 hZX1 h'X2 /errorl at t=10 
-2.0 -0.2 -0.02 -0.001 5.8 1010 x 
-0.1 -0.01 -0.001 -0.00005 10.914 
-0.01 -0.001 -0.0001 -0.000005 0.409 
0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.000005 0.363 
1.0 0.1 0.01 0.0005 0.002 
2.0 0.2 0.02 0.001 0.0000076 
10.0 1.0 0.1 0.005 0.0000062 
15.0 1.5 0.15 0.0075 0.0000236 
18.0 1.8 0.18 0.009 0.0008766 
19.0 1.9 0.19 0.0095 1.9274 
20.0 2.0 0.2 0.01 2.2 lo4 x 
21.0 2.1 0.21 0.0105 3.3 108 x 
smaller egions of stability than the corrector formulae of the same order. These results are of 
course not surprising in view of the analogous results from ordinary differential equations. 
Further graphs of stability regions of predictor-corrector pairs can be found in Williams[12]. 
Here we find that the region corresponding to P,(EC# (borrowing rather loosely the notation 
from ordinary differential equations) has a greater region of stability than P&C,, yet both 
converge of order 3[12]. 
The numerical results presented in Section 8 and in Williams’ thesis suggest hat only low 
values of n, need be employed to compare the stability of different methods. For example for 
first kind equations we see that if h3ht is small (and larger than h’Ai_1, i 2 4) then the stability 
region in the (M,, h’h,)-plane is a good measure of the actual stability that occurs in trial 
calculations. Nevertheless it should be stressed that because these stability regions only 
guarantee numerical stability for the test equation, they should be viewed as a guide. 
It is possible to define relative stability and to express this concept in terms of a practical 
root condition. We have omitted the details here and again refer the reader to Williams’ 
thesis [121. 
One question that does arise is whether the test equations are appropriate since they have 
unbounded kernels l((u) as 1~1 +UJ when in practice one finds that l(u) + 0 as 1111 +m. This is 
related to the following more general, and to the authors’ knowledge still open, question: 
suppose that the (linear) kernel L(U) is such that, for suitable g, the equation Vl (or V2) has an 
asymptotically stable solution. If i(u) is such that its Taylor series is convergent (at least on a 
finite interval) what can be said about its partial sums? In other words if i(u) +O as 1~1 -_)a, 
what do we know about the solution of the “truncated” equation whose kernel is now 
unbounded? Answering this question would enhance greatly the understanding of the numerical 
stability of integral equations. 
Similar work on weakly singular equations is in preparation. 
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